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A tool of experimentation

Go beyond lab

Easy to use

Fun
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Energy Skate Park
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https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/energy-skate-park-basics


Contents
•Introduction

•Goals of using PheT simulations

• Utilisation

• Practicing and operating online and 
offline uses
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Phet –Use from Grade 
to Grad school

What is PheT ?

Why teach with PheT ?

How to teach with PheT ?
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What is PhET → Physics Education 
Technology

.

. Interactive description in mobile also

Visualizing the Invisible

.Compatible and easily accessible to student

.Now include chem,bio,math,earth science
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Why PheT ?
•Virtual Laboratories

•Embedded Games and Challenges

•Helps in enjoying learning concept

•Translated into different languages

•Interactive learning environments
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•By using sims as an animated illustration, it is easier to 

communicate effectively with students. 

•Show dynamic processes which  can slowed down, 

speed up, or paused, depending on the concept 

•Flexibility in sims is more effective for learning 

• more practical to use than static drawings or live 

demos. 
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Why TEACH WITH PHET ?



How to use PhET simulation ?

•. On the web portal type Phet or 
https://phet.colorado.edu
•Log in  to phet page
•Fill all the information box
•Get the confirmation page from 
the site
•Download the PhET topic wise or 
grade wise. 
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https://phet.colorado.edu/


The immediate interests are:

•Use of analogy to construct understanding

• Simulations as tools for changing classroom 
norms.

•Specific features of sims that promote learning 
and engaged exploration. 

•Integrating simulations into homework
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Use of phet Simulation

• Subject/topic

• Grade

• Sim (java, HTML5,flash)

• Device
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Vox=Ux

Voy=Uy



Range in Projectile Motion
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•Range is the distance covered in 
the horizantal plane . 
•Projectile is any body which is 
thrown to space and comeback 
of its own to ground . 
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DERIVATION :
Tp= time to reach the 
top

Tf= time of flight= 2Tp

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/projectile-motion


Uses         In      Gungame
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https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/projectile-motion/latest/projectile-motion_en.html
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When Ꝋ is angle in degree
R = u2 sin 2Ꝋ / g Hence at 30
and 60 angle
Both covers same distance
Here object is thrown from
ground.



View of 

the web 

portal
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Creation of one 

PhET account 

through 3 

different stages
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1. 

Select account 

type
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2.

Fill up 

the 

contact 

informati

on
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3.

Fill up few 

additional 

information
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CONFIRMATION PAGE Check your 

email inbox to 

confirm the 

email address. 
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Phet ( Physics Educational Technology ) 
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----------------------------------------------------
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----------------------------------

Thus, use of PhET is easy to verify Ohm’s law.
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https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/ohms-law/latest/ohms-law_en.html


How do one use PhET simulations offline?

•If Java, Flash, and a web browser such as Firefox or 
Internet Explorer ,you can use offline.
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Help for Students and Teachers

It includes hundreds of :

• Lesson plans,

• Homework assignments,

• Lab activities

• Clicker questions, and more

•Anyone can contribute to the database
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Thank you 
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